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Dear Jhovanny

Thank you for reporting the findings[1], that was impressively fast! I fully agree that the tests show no issues 
found in the different splittings of the sample. I do have a few comments, below:

1) I was hoping to see a split between B+ and B- decays as well, there was some
discussion about this in the Bc channel.

R/ We use the charge of the Kaon to identify the charge of the B, so the lifetime for K+ vs K- is what you ask, 
B+ vs B- lifetime. This is:
For B+ we have 481.8 +/- 1.1 microns For B- we have 481.3 +/- 1.1
microns. To be compared with the global fit result 481.6 +/- 0.8 microns

[1]https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/Questionsarcautormeeting/Cinvestavreport_02102016.pdf

2) Given the success of the use of the J/psi vertex, would it be possible to 
report the same test done for all the other decays that are being measured?.
I would hope that the results would be similar to the B+, namely differences ~
negligible wrt the statistical uncertainty of the measurement. If this is the 
case, it really does not matter which vertex is used for the final 
measurement. 

R/ work in progress 

Dear Ivan,
Thank you very much for your feedbacks. Here are our answers

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/Questionsarcautormeeting/Cinvestavreport_02102016.pdf
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3) I had not previously fully appreciated the impact of the efficiency correction, which is shown to be ~15 um 
in the slides posted (slides 4 vs 5). 

I find this quite surprising given that the new analysis is done with a trigger that does not cut on displacement. 
It implies that there is a real efficiency loss for track reconstruction with large (how large?) impact 
parameters.

I am baffled by the fact that such a huge tracker has such different efficiencies for track reconstruction near 
and just a bit away from the beam line. I am  expect it for Kshorts or lambdas but not so much for B-meson 
daughters.

Would it be possible to dis-entangle where this effect is coming from? I suggest
showing efficiency plots as a function of track impact parameter (kaon, muon), track pT, B meson opening 
angle, and LPD, before and after the vertexing (+vertex quality
cut) is applied.  

Can you also split your sample into low LPD vs high LPD and check the number of
pixel hits associated with the track? 

Thank you,

Ivan

R/ the answers in next pages
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summary

● Although the efficiencies are different depending on the dxy cuts, 
after taking into account in the the method of measuring of the 
lifetime it gives consistent results.

● With this we answer questions from Ivan.

● We are working  in the cross-check for Jpsi vertex.
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Back up

The same eta histograma like in slide 6, but it now is normalized
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